Can dual-energy computed tomography improve visualization of hypoenhancing liver lesions in portal venous phase? Assessment of advanced image-based virtual monoenergetic images.
The purpose was to assess image quality of portal-venous phase dual-energy computed tomography (DECT) for liver lesions. We performed 120-kVp-equivalent linear-blended (LB) and monoenergetic reconstructions from 40 to 190 keV by standard (VMI) and advanced virtual monoenergetic (VMI+) methods. Diagnostic performance, and quantitative and qualitative image analyses were assessed and compared. Liver contrast to noise ratio peaked at 40 keV_VMI+, while image quality and reader preference peaked at 50 keV_VMI+. 50 keV_VMI+ scored overall higher diagnostic performance: lesion sensitivity 95.4% vs. 83.3% for both 75 keV_VMI and LB. DECT improves assessment of hypoenhancing liver lesions on portal venous phase. 50 keV_VMI+ demonstrated the highest image quality and diagnostic performance over VMI and LB.